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INTRODUCTION
EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
visit less often.

If we do not reduce heat-trapping
pollutants and protect the resources of
Glacier National Park, it will suffer
from human-caused climate change.

More heat and less cold are among the most
obvious impacts of human-caused climate
change in GNP. (See section 3.) These changes
are already underway, and are likely to grow. At
the one weather station in the park with relatively
long-term records, a West Glacier station at
park headquarters, the average temperature for
the decade just completed (2000-2009) was
2.0°F hotter than the station's 1950-1979
average, according to a new analysis done for
this report by RMCO, using government
temperature data. This 2.0°F increase in
average temperature is exactly double the 1.0°F
increase in global average temperature in the
past decade. For both Glacier and the planet as
a whole, the last decade was the hottest in the
period of recorded instrumental observations.

Human disruption of the climate is the greatest
threat ever to our national parks. Glacier
National Park was identified in an October 2009
report, National Parks in Peril: The Threats of
Climate Disruption, also by the Rocky Mountain
Climate Organization (RMCO) and the Natural
Resources Defense Council, as one of the 25
national parks most vulnerable to the effects of
an altered climate. This profile details and
documents the particular threats that a changed
climate poses to Glacier.
Montana's economy is at stake as humancaused climate change affects Glacier National
Park (GNP). (See section 2.) Drawn by the
park's wonders, two million visitors a year come
to Glacier, making it the eleventh most visited of
our national parks. The spending by those
visitors is a mainstay of Montana's economy.
Nearly three-quarters of Glacier's visitors are
from out of state, and almost one-third of all
summer visitors to Montana are drawn primarily
by the park. Spending by visitors to GNP may
approach $1 billion, which supports more than
4,000 Montana jobs.

This new RMCO analysis is consistent with other
regional temperature data. A study by U.S.
Geological Survey scientists and others, updated
by RMCO for this profile, shows that in 2000
through 2008, western Montana averaged eight
days more per year of 90°F or higher and eight
days fewer of 0°F or lower, compared to 1900
through 1979. Another study has identified that
the greatest increases in temperatures in the
region have been in late February and early
March, a time when the additional heat has great
effects on snowfall, snowpack accumulation,
snowmelt, and the timing of streamflows.

But a climate disrupted by human emissions of
heat-trapping pollutants threatens both Glacier's
special natural resources and the economic
contributions from park visitors drawn by those
resources. There is, as yet, no survey data on
how visitors to Glacier might react to the effects
there of climate change. But a suggestion of
visitor effects comes a recent survey in Waterton Lakes National Park, the Canadian national
park immediately adjacent to Glacier. When
given a description of park conditions chosen to
identify the most likely impacts of climate
change near the end of the century, 19% of the
respondents said they would not visit the park
any more. An additional 38% said they would

The Northwest, including western Montana, near
the end of this century could be about 4.1°F
hotter in a future with lower emissions, or about
7.1°F hotter with higher emissions, compared to
th
late 20 -century averages. Western Montana is
likely to heat up more than this regional average.
A loss of ice and snow in the park is likely.
(See section 4.) Because of human-caused
changes in our climate, Glacier could lose all or
nearly all of its glaciers, which shaped the park
and after which it is named – perhaps in the
relatively near future. Seven years ago,
scientists projected that even modestly hotter
iii

elk. The park's staff is concerned that climate
change could lead to “wholesale changes in
species composition.” One study suggests that
Glacier could experience the second largest
influx of new mammal species of eight studied
national parks, as ecosystem changes could
lead to new, warmer-environment species
moving into the park. Wolverines and lynx are at
particular risk in the park, as for both spring
snow cover apparently is an essential habitat
requirement. Grizzly bears, bighorn sheep,
mountain goats, pikas, ptarmigan, and trout
could also be harmed by changes in the climate.

summers could eliminate by 2030 all glaciers in
one basin in the park. Since this study was
published, the glaciers in the basin have melted
faster than projected. Now, one of the study's
authors believes they might be gone in just 10
years. According to an April 2010 update by the
U.S. Geological Survey, of the 37 named
glaciers in the park, only 25 remain large enough
to still be considered glaciers. Of the 12 that
have melted away, 11 have done so since 1966.
A hotter climate is also expected to reduce
snowfall and snowpack accumulation in the park.
One recent study projects that near the end of
this century, peak snowpack levels in the park
may be reached 41 days earlier than in mid-20th
century, and that snow could cover the ground
for about 70 fewer days a winter. With mountains
not snow-capped as much or as long into the
summer, the scenery that draws most visitors to
Glacier would be affected.

A disruption of plant communities in the park
also could take place. (See section 7.) Some
forests in the park could be replaced by
grasslands. Other forests could decline because
of hotter, drier conditions. The park's expanses
of alpine tundra, meadows, and wildflowers, plus
a rare cedar-hemlock ecosystem, could all be
reduced. Infestations of insects such as
mountain pine beetles could increase.

A loss of water in the park in summer may
result from higher temperatures, earlier
snowmelt, and a loss of summer meltwater from
glaciers, with widespread ecosystem effects.
(See section 5.)

More wildfires are likely, leading to more
campfire bans, closures of trails, and reduced
visitation. (See section 8.) A loss of fishing can
result if high water temperatures stress trout
enough to lead to fishing closures or to
elimination of trout from certain streams. (See
section 9.) More downpours and flooding are
likely to be caused by increases in extreme
storms, which can result in closures of park
areas and reduced visitation. (See section 10.)

A loss of wildlife in Glacier could result from
human-caused climate change. (See section 6.)
This could disrupt the unique mix of natural
wildlife the park now supports, which offers
Americans the best chance they have in the
lower 48 states to see the full range of mammal
predators present at the time of European
settlement of the continent, including grizzly and
black bears, wolves, lynx, wolverines, mountain
lions, and more, as well as other large mammals
including mountain goats, bighorn sheep, and

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Tackling climate disruption can help protect
Glacier from these threats. (See section 11.) The
National Park Service (NPS) should give priority
to protecting park resources from climatechange impacts. With 275 million visits a
year, our national parks can provide the
public with information about climate
change and its impacts. The NPS can
demonstrate by its own operations how
emissions can be avoided through
money-saving actions.
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Many of the threats to Glacier identified
here assume continued, unchecked
human changes to the climate. Sharply
limiting emissions can reduce many
impacts. Most important is comprehensive federal action to limit emissions of
heat-trapping pollutants. Then we can
ward off dangerous climate disruption, in
Glacier and around the world.
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INTRODUCTION
In a nation blessed with great landscapes,
Glacier has some of our most amazing scenery.
The park also offers the best chance in the lower
48 states to see the full range of predators from
the time of European settlement, including
grizzly bears, wolves, mountain lions, lynx, and
wolverines. Add in moose, elk, mountain goats,
and bighorn sheep, and nearly every mammal
here in pre-colonial days is still present; only
bison and caribou are missing. As the National

The effects of human-caused climate
change may make Glacier National
Park less attractive to people.

H

uman disruption of the climate is the
greatest threat ever to our national parks.
Glacier National Park was identified in an
October 2009 report, National Parks in Peril:
The Threats of Climate Disruption, by the Rocky
Mountain Climate Organization and the Natural
Resources Defense Council as one of the 25
national parks most vulnerable to the effects of
1
an altered climate. This profile details and
documents the particular threats that a changed
climate poses to Glacier (or “GNP”).

“National parks that have special places
in the American psyche will remain
parks, but their look and feel may
change dramatically.”
U.S. Climate Change
Science Program (2008)2

Why single out a national park for attention,
when a changed climate will affect the entire
planet? Glacier and other national parks have
been set aside to preserve, unimpaired, the very
best of America’s resources and to provide for
their continued enjoyment by future generations.
These spectacular, well-preserved places often
are more at risk of degradation than are other
places. And we Americans, appropriately, love
our national parks. To ignore the enormous
threats that climate disruption poses to them,
just because other places may also be affected,
would be to give up on our national parks.

US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Glacier is a particularly telling subject for a
profile such as this one. Along with other highelevation and northern parks, it is particularly
vulnerable to a hotter climate. And more work
may have been done to identify climate-change
impacts on Glacier than on any other national
park, in large part through research there by the
U.S. Geological Survey’s Northern Rocky
Mountain Science Center.
Glacier also is, by any measure, a special place.
In 2010, Americans are celebrating Glacier's
th
100 birthday as our ninth national park. It is well
worth celebrating, with its jagged mountains –
carved thousands of years ago by the glaciers
after which the park is named – and ice fields,
sweeping forests, and lakes of astonishing color.
1

reasons. First, many of the impacts described in
this profile would result from the lower- or
midpoints of projected climate changes. More
drastic changes are quite possible. For example,
all glaciers are projected to melt in one of
Glacier's basins by 2030 with just a 1.9°F
increase in summer temperatures. (See section
4.) The latest estimates, though, are that the
region could become 3.0°F hotter by then in a
lower-emissions future and 4.1°F hotter in a
higher-emissions future. (See section 3.) And an
4
even hotter scenario is altogether plausible.

Park Service says of these mammals in Glacier,
“they are all present in a spectacular mix that is
unique in the continental U. S.”3
Drawn by these natural wonders, people come
to Glacier in large enough numbers – two million
visitors a year – to make it the eleventh most
visited of our national parks, producing
thousands of jobs and millions of dollars in
spending that support Montana’s economy. (See
section 2.)
But a climate disrupted by human activities – by
our emissions of heat-trapping pollutants,
principally carbon dioxide from burning fossil
fuels – threatens both Glacier's special natural
resources and the tourism based on them.
Unless we change our ways, Glacier could
become much hotter and, in summer, much
drier. Its glaciers could be lost. Its mountains
could be snow-capped less often. Some forests
could be replaced by grasslands, and the
remainder could be stressed by hot, dry
summers. Some native wildlife could be lost, and
non-native species could move in. The park
could be closed more often by wildfires and
flooding. Glacier, in short, could be
fundamentally altered. (See sections 3-10.)

Second, as a recent U.S. government report
pointed out, in recent years emissions of heattrapping pollutants have actually been going up
even faster than assumed in the highestemission scenario currently being used by
5
scientists.
The good news, though, is that even the loweremissions scenario commonly used by scientists
does not assume new policies to reduce heattrapping pollutants. If we take action to sharply
limit emissions, we can ward off the most severe
of the impacts that scientists have projected.
Further good news is that Glacier, because it is
both relatively pristine and connected to the
much larger, intact ecosystem often called the
Crown of the Continent – including Glacier and
other protected lands in both the United States
and Canada – offers one of our best chances to
maintain a functioning, resilient ecosystem, with
room for plants and animals to migrate and
adapt to changed climate conditions.

The most sobering news is that if we continue on
our current course, human-driven climate
change could damage Glacier even more than
suggested in the studies described here, for two

Time is running short, but we can still ward off
the worst possible effects of climate disruption,
in Glacier and around the world.

US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

“Choices made now will influence the
amount of future warming. . . .
Implementing sizable and sustained
reductions in carbon dioxide emissions
as soon as possible would significantly
reduce the pace and the overall amount
of climate change, and would be more
effective than reductions of the same size
initiated later.”
U.S. Global Change Research Program (2009)6
2
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INTRODUCTION
MONTANA’S
ECONOMY AT STAKE

Glacier draws enough people to Montana
to support thousands of jobs. But an
altered climate threatens the special
values of the park that bring those
people to the state.

Jobs Resulting from Visitation
to Glacier National Park

T

he two million people a year who come to
Glacier make the park a mainstay of
Montana's economy, producing millions of
dollars in spending and thousands of jobs. But
these economic benefits depend on the park's
resources remaining compelling enough to
continue drawing so many people to the park –
even though it is more distant than most national
parks from major population centers. Because
climate disruption threatens the resources that
make Glacier special, as detailed in this profile,
it also threatens Montana's economy.

Area

Direct
Jobs

Secondary
Jobs

Total
Jobs

Flathead County

1,550

370

1,920

Glacier County

1,010

140

1,150

640

130

770

3,200

850

4,050

300

200

500

3,500

1,050

4,550

Lake County
Montana
Alberta
Total

Table 1. Jobs created by Glacier National Park visitation in 2002. Source: Glacier National Park (2003).12

The most recent National Park Service (NPS)
estimate of the local economic benefits of
Glacier is that in 2002 park visitors contributed
$160 million to Montana's economy and an
additional $40 million to the economy of nearby
7
areas in Canada. This estimate is dated and
could be low. In 2008, out-of-state travelers
spent over $3 billion in Montana, and in 2009
29% of non-resident travelers cited Glacier as
their primary attraction in coming to Montana,
8
the highest-listed such attraction. If 29% of all
out-of-state traveler spending were attributed to
Glacier, the spending from those travelers
derived from GNP might now approach $1
billion.

reasonable to assume that more jobs now derive
from visitation to Glacier than in 2002.)
As table 1 shows, most of the economic benefit
of Glacier goes to immediately surrounding
areas: Flathead County, which includes the
western side of the park and gateway
communities including Kalispell, Whitefish,
Columbia Falls, and West Glacier; Glacier
County, which includes the eastern side of the
park and gateway communities including East
Glacier and St. Mary; and Lake County, south of
Flathead County, through which many park
visitors travel.

“You can't measure the mark Glacier
Park has made on this community.
The whole economy is tied to the park.”

For Montana, Glacier’s drawing power is even
greater than that of Yellowstone National Park,
cited by 24% of tourists as the primary reason
9
for their visit. In Flathead County, fully 60% of
visitors cited Glacier as their primary attraction.10

Carol Edgard, Flathead Convention
and Visitor Bureau (2003)13

The presence of Glacier and its attractions is
also a central reason why nearby residents want
to live in the region, so the park supports the
economy of the region in broader ways than just
attracting nonresident visitors.14

The NPS estimates that spending by visitors to
Glacier in 2002 directly supported 3,200 jobs in
Montana and indirectly another 850, plus 500
more total jobs in Canada.11 (With a 5% increase
in visitation in 2009 compared to 2002, it is
3

The economic benefits of Glacier's attractiveness, though, are statewide. Seventy-three
percent of Glacier's visitors are from other states
than Montana.15 These out-of-state visitors to the
park make up fully one-third of all summer
visitors to the state.16 And out-of-state visitors to
Glacier typically spend four days in other parts of
17
Montana.

substantial overlap in visitation, too, with
Americans making up 37% of visitors to
Waterton Lakes.22 So attitudes of visitors to
Waterton Lakes may well suggest what visitors
to Glacier would think. In fact, the National Park
Service has used this survey as an indicator of
how visitors may react to climate-driven changes
23
in U.S. national parks across the West.

The goose that lays this golden egg is the
special nature of Glacier, beginning with its
spectacular scenery. In a recent survey, 63% of
park visitors identified scenery as the primary
reason for their visits.18 Ninety-seven percent of
park visitors report they go sightseeing in the
park. The park's wildlife is a big draw, too; 87%
of GNP visitors report viewing wildlife as one of
their park activities.19 But, as shown later in this
profile, both Glacier's scenery – its glaciers, its
snow-capped mountains, its sweeping forests –
and its wildlife are vulnerable to human-caused
changes in the climate. (See especially sections
5, 6, and 7.) On top of this, projected increases
in wildfires and flooding can interfere with trips to
Glacier. (See sections 8 and 10.)

In the Waterton Lakes survey, visitors to that
park were given descriptions of three possible
future sets of conditions there and asked what
effect they would have on their willingness to
24
return to the park. The scenarios, chosen by
the researchers to represent possible future
conditions in the park resulting from climate
change, are described in table 2. Under scenario
3, chosen to identify the most likely impacts of
climate change near the end of the century, 19%
of the respondents said they would not visit the
park any more. An additional 38% said they
would visit less often. (See table 2 on the next
page.)
A nearly identical visitor survey in Canada's
Banff National Park, farther to the north,
suggested that 31% of current visitors would not
return again at all and 36% would return less
often if the most extreme of described future
conditions were to occur.25

Beyond that, the high level of visitation to Glacier
depends in large part on people who have
visited it before, know and love it, and return
time and again. In 2000, the year of the most
recent visitor survey on this point, over half of all
park visitors – 56% of them – were people who
had been to the park before. This was an
increase over the 41% ten years earlier who
were returning park loyalists.20

One caveat about these surveys is that by the
time the conditions described in scenario 3
occur, people who then are potential park visitors
may not have first-hand experience with the
better park conditions of today. So their reactions
to a changed park may be different from those
of today's park-goers. Second, when a changed
climate has worsened natural conditions
everywhere, a national park, even in an altered
state, may still be more attractive to many
people than other places would be.

“[W]hen visitors come to Montana for the
first time, they are more likely to visit both
[Glacier and Yellowstone national] parks
while they are here. If they are here as a
repeat visitor, they go to Glacier.”
Norma Nickerson
University of Montana (2003)21

But the central question is: Do we want to
continue changing the climate so much that our
national parks – including Glacier – are not as
special as they are now? The answer to that
question is easier when we consider that the
things we can do to stop changing the climate
are not only realistic and achievable but also
produce other benefits, including creating jobs
and saving money. The steps we can take are
outlined in section 11. First, though, we consider
how a disrupted climate would affect Glacier and
people’s experiences of it, in the next eight
sections.

There is, as yet, no survey data on how visitors
to Glacier might react to the effects there of
climate change. But there is this kind of information from Waterton Lakes National Park, the
Canadian national park immediately adjacent to
Glacier. The two parks are similar enough to
each other and closely enough linked together
that in 1932 they were designated as the
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, the
first such international park in the world. There is
4

Visitor Survey in Waterton Lakes National Park, Canada
Effects of Climate-Change Impacts on Future Visitation
Scenario 1

Scenario 3

Scenario 2

Description of Environmental Conditions Used in Survey
No current mammal species
lost, 15 new species move in

6 current mammal species
lost, 44 new species move in

12 current mammal species
lost, 42 new species move in

No change in numbers of
grizzly bears, moose,
bighorn sheep

Small declines in numbers of
grizzly bears, moose,
bighorn sheep

Moderate declines in numbers
of grizzly bears, moose,
bighorn sheep

No change in number of
glaciers (currently 30)

10 glaciers lost
(out of 30)

All 30 glaciers lost

Forests make up 70% of park,
grasslands 15%,
meadows and tundra 15%

Forests make up 65% of park,
grasslands 25%,
meadows and tundra 10%

Forests make up 55% of park,
grasslands 44%,
meadows and tundra 1%

No rare plant species lost

5 rare plant species lost

10 rare plant species lost

No change in forest fires

Moderate increase in forest fires

Large increase in forest fires

10% change of campfire ban

33% chance of campfire ban

75% chance of campfire ban

Fishing catch rate up 10%

Fishing catch rate up 15%

Fishing catch rate down 20%

Lakes 3.6°F warmer

Lakes 7.2°F warmer

Lakes 12.6°F warmer

Identified Effects on Frequency of Future Visitation
0% would not visit again

3% would not visit again

19% would not visit again

2% would visit less often

14% would visit less often

38% would visit less often

89% would visit as often

78% would visit as often

43% would visit as often

10% would visit more often

5% would visit more often

0% would visit more often

Table 2. Reactions of visitors to Waterton Lakes National Park, Canada, to three scenarios of future park
conditions resulting from climate change. Sources: D. Scott and B. Jones (2006), and D. Scott, B. Jones, and
J. Konopek (2007).26
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MORE HEAT AND LESS COLD
which often is used by scientists to approximate
temperature trends for Glacier. The Kalispell
airport, about 13 miles southwest of the park, is
the closest weather station to the park that is
part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's Historical Climatology Network.
That system is comprised of the nation's best
individual weather stations – those with longterm data which has been reviewed and
adjusted to remove any biases such as from
local urban heat-island effects. At Kalispell, the
decade just completed was 1.6°F hotter than its
1950-1979 average. (See Figure 1.)

At West Glacier, the decade we just
completed averaged 2.0ºF hotter than the
1950-1979 average. That is twice the
temperature increase of the overall planet.

I

n 2009, the U.S. government's multi-agency
Global Change Research Program released a
landmark report prepared by a team of expert
scientists on how a changed climate will affect
the United States. That report began, “Observations show that warming of the climate is
unequivocal. The global warming observed over
the past 50 years is due primarily to humaninduced emissions of heat-trapping pollutants.”27
This reaffirms the central conclusions reached
two years earlier by the United Nations-led
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), which declared that there is more than a
90% likelihood that human emissions have
caused most of the temperature increases over
the last 50 years.28 In fact, according to both the
USGCRP and the IPCC, without the effects of
that pollution, natural factors likely would have
led to the world getting cooler instead of hotter
29
since 1950.

That West Glacier was 2.0°F hotter in the last
decade represents twice as much of a temperature increase as the global average, as shown in
Figure 1. For West Glacier, Kalispell, and the
world as a whole, the last decade is the hottest
in the period of recorded instrumental observa31
tions.
The analysis of West Glacier and Kalispell
temperatures by RMCO is consistent with the
other available information about temperature
changes in and around Glacier. As one major
example, Greg Pederson, a U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) scientist at the Northern Rocky
Mountain Science Center in Montana, and
others recently analyzed temperature trends in
western Montana, using eight Historical
Climatology Network stations (including
32
Kalispell). Their study included an analysis not
just of changes in average temperatures but also
of changes in temperatures above or below
particular significant thresholds. For this report,
the Rocky Mountain Climate Organization
updated through 2008 two analyses in this study:
those of the number of days in western Montana
with high temperatures of 90°F or higher and
those with lows of 0°F or lower. (The original
analysis by Pederson and others went through
2006 for highs and through 2005 for lows.)

“Global warming is unequivocal and
primarily human-induced.”
U.S. Global Change Research Program (2009)30

Glacier National Park, too, is now hotter than it
used to be. There is only one weather station in
the park with relatively long-term records, a West
Glacier station at the park headquarters just
inside the park's southwestern boundary. There,
the average temperature for the decade just
completed (2000-2009) was 2.0°F hotter than
the station's 1950-1979 average, according to a
new analysis done for this report by the Rocky
Mountain Climate Organization, using
government temperature data. (See Figure 1 on
the next page.)

With the update by RMCO, the study by
Pederson and others shows that from 1900
through 1980 western Montana averaged 10.8
days a year reaching 90°F. Since 1980, there

For comparison, this is slightly more of a
temperature increase than at Kalispell airport,
6

Changes in Temperature by Decades
2° F

West Glacier: Last decade was 2.0° hotter
1° F

0° F

Before 1949: No data available

–1° F

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

1950s

1940s

1930s

1920s

1910s

2° F

Kalispell: Last decade was 1.6° hotter
1° F

0° F

–1° F

1950s

1940s

1930s

1920s

1910s

2° F

Global: Last decade was 1.0° hotter
1° F

0° F

–1° F

1950s

1940s

1930s

1920s

1910s

Figure 1. Average temperatures by decade, compared to respective average temperatures for 1950-1979. Data
from the Western Regional Climate Center and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.33 Analysis by the
Rocky Mountain Climate Organization.
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a degree or two in average temperatures may
involve changes in extreme temperatures that
are ecologically or socially significant.

have been 15.0 such extremely hot days a year
– and in 2000 through 2008, an average of 18.6
a year. The most recent years, then, have more
than one full week a year of extremely hot days.

In another recent study, Joseph Caprio, who is a
former Montana state climatologist, and two
other scientists recently analyzed records of
daily low temperatures (which usually are
nighttime lows) in Bozeman and Coldstream,
British Columbia.35 As Caprio points out, the
research is relevant to Glacier, which is between
36
the two stations. The researchers compared
earlier 36-year base periods with more recent
18-year periods. (For Bozeman, the base period
was 1947-1982 and the recent period was 19832000. For Coldstream, the base period was
1938-1973 and the recent period was 19741991.) Each decade, about 10% more daily lows
have been in the extremely high end of the range
of temperatures for daily lows. Each decade,
about 10% fewer have been in extremely low
end of the range. At both locations, there was
more of a shift to hotter low temperatures from
January through mid-April than in the rest of the
year, and the greatest changes were in late
February and early March. This means that the
greatest increase in heat is concentrated in a
time of the year when it has great effects on
snowfall, snowpack accumulation, snowmelt,
and the timing of streamflows; shifts in these key
hydrological factors in turn have great effects on
ecosystems. For example, an increase in west-

Since 1980, western Montana has
averaged more than one full week a
year of additional days of at least 90°F
and more than one full week a year of
fewer days of 0°F and below.
Along with more extreme heat, western Montana
is getting less extreme cold. Days with lows of
0°F or lower occurred on average 19.8 times a
year from 1900 through 1979. Since 1980, they
have occurred 14.0 times a year – and in 2000
through 2008, only 12.1 times a year. The most
recent years, again, have more than a full week
34
fewer of extremely cold days.
A third analysis done by Pederson and others,
not updated here, shows that western Montana
in 1900 through 1979 averaged 180.7 days a
year with low temperatures at or below freezing.
In 1980 through 2005, there was an average
152.0 such days – two and a half weeks less of
frosts and freezes per year.

US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

These three changes in extreme hot and cold
temperatures, more than changes in annual
averages, begin to suggest how changes of just
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ern forest wildfires in the 17 years after 1987
compared to the 17 years before then has been
closely linked to earlier streamflows and higher
spring temperatures, along with higher earlysummer temperatures. (See page 25.)

illustrate that there is a range of possible future
temperature increases. How much hotter Glacier
gets will depend in large part on what we people
do – on how much heat-trapping pollutants we
emit in the future. See section 11 for more
information on what we can do to protect
Glacier, along with the rest of the world.

The greatest increase in western
Montana temperatures has been in late
February to late March, when the
higher temperatures have pronounced
effects on snowmelt,streamflows,
and ecosystems.

Projected Future Temperature
Increases in the Northwest
Time Period: 2030-2059

The recent increase in temperatures that have
been measured in the region containing Glacier
National Park is expected to be followed by even
greater increases as heat-trapping pollutants
continue to accumulate in the atmosphere.
Glacier, like other places, is projected to keep
getting hotter.
The U.S. government, in its 2009 overview of
likely climate-change impacts in the United
States, reported that the Northwest, including
western Montana, in the last three decades of
this century could average 3° to 10°F hotter than
th
37
in the last three decades of the 20 century.
That was based on (and represented an
endorsement of) an analysis prepared by
scientists at the University of Washington's
Climate Impacts Group, a regional climate
research center funded by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration's Regional
Integrated Sciences and Assessments program,
summarized in Table 3.

Range of projected increases

+1.6 to 5.2°F

Lower-emissions future:
Weighted average of models

+3.0°F

Higher-emissions future:
Weighted average of models

+4.1°F

Time Period: 2070-2099
Range of projected increases

+2.8 to 9.7°F

Lower-emissions future:
Weighted average of models

+4.9°F

Higher-emissions future:
Weighted average of models

+7.1°F

Table 3. Projected regional temperature changes for
the Northwest (Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and
western Montana) compared to the 1970-1999
average, from 20 climate models and a lower-emissions
scenario and a higher-emissions one. Weighted
averages reflect the accuracy of models in
reconstructing actual regional temperatures for the
baseline period. Source: Mote and others (2008).39

Those regional projections probably understate
how much hotter Glacier National Park will get.
To begin with, in the Northwest as in most
regions of the world, inland areas are likely to
heat up more than coastal areas. Glacier therefore can be expected to get hotter by more than
the average of the region, which includes the
coastal areas of Washington and Oregon as well
38
as inland areas. Also, as is typical of most such
projections, this one did not consider a plausible
but even higher-emissions scenario that would
have led to even higher temperature increases,
nor did it reflect that in recent years actual
emissions have exceeded the assumptions of
that scenario. (See page 2.)

If we allow a higher-emissions
future to occur, the median
projection of regional climate
models is that before the end of
this century West Glacier will
be hotter than Santa Fe, New
Mexico, now is.40

Most importantly, the projections in table 3
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LOSSINTRODUCTION
OF ICE AND SNOW

Human-caused climate change is melting
glaciers, which shaped Glacier National
Park and after which it is named. A hotter
climate also threatens the snow-capped
mountains that add to Glacier’s scenery.

and warmed the area, the glaciers began
melting. In the park's Mount Jackson-Gunsight
Basin area, for example, scientists have
estimated that the number of remaining glaciers
went from 27 in 1850 to 10 in 1979, with the area
43
they covered reduced by about two-thirds.
By the 1980s, temperatures in the park, as
around the globe, began increasing rapidly, with
most of that increase resulting from human
emissions of heat-trapping pollutants. (See
section 3.) Across North America, measurements
of the amount of ice in glaciers have shown
“strong accelerating ice losses since the mid44
1970s.”

A

s the climate gets hotter, Glacier National
Park, along with other mountain areas
around the world, is losing ice in glaciers and
snow cover in the spring. These are among the
most obvious effects of a changed climate.

LOSS OF GLACIERS

In 2003, Myrna H. P. Hall of the State University
of New York, Syracuse, and Daniel B. Fagre of
USGS’s Northern Rocky Mountain Science
Center projected that human-caused climate
change could lead to the elimination of all
45
glaciers in the park's Blackfoot-Jackson basin.
That basin contains 5 of the park's 37 named
glaciers. The glaciers in that basin had been the
subject of earlier studies, providing a baseline of
historic information to support projections of

Because of human-caused changes in our
climate, Glacier could lose all or nearly all of its
glaciers – in the relatively near future, not
generations from now.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change reported in 2007 that glaciers are
melting worldwide and expressed “confidence
th
that the glacier wastage in the late 20 century is
essentially a response to post-1970 global
warming.”41 The World Glacier Monitoring
Service has reported that glaciers around the
world have melted in each of the last 18 years,
42
with accelerated melting in recent years. In the
United States, glacier melting mostly is in our
national parks, as a handful of parks contain the
vast majority of the country's glaciers. America's
best known example of glacier melting is in
Glacier National Park, where many of the park's
namesake features are headed for elimination,
perhaps as soon as in 10 years.

Projected Melting of Glaciers
In Blackfoot-Jackson Basin
Glacier National Park

Glacier was designated a national park in large
part to showcase the effects of the colossal
glaciers that sculpted the park's stunning
landscape, beginning tens of thousands of years
ago. At the end of what scientists call the Little
Ice Age, which lasted from about 1550 to 1850,
the area now included in the park had about 150
glaciers that continued to shape the park. As
natural climate changes ended the Little Ice Age

Years

Average
July-August
Temperature

Glacial
Area
Melting

1990

61.9°F

1.16 km2

5.05 km2

2000

62.2°F

1.15 km2

3.89 km2

2010

62.6°F

1.45 km2

2.44 km2

2020

63.1°F

1.82 km2

0.62 km2

2030

63.8°F

2.29 km2

0

Glacial
Area
Left

Table 4. Each year represents the midpoint of an
11-year period, e.g., 2030 represents 2025-2035.
Source: Hall and Fagre (2003)46
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